Computational modeling of membrane materials is a rapidly growing field to investigate the properties of membrane materials beyond the limits of experimental techniques and to complement the experimental membrane studies by providing insights at the atomic-level. In this study, we first reviewed the fundamental approaches employed to describe the gas permeability/selectivity trade-off of polymer membranes and then addressed the great promise of mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) to overcome this trade-off. We then reviewed the current approaches for predicting the gas permeation through MMMs and specifically focused on MMMs composed of metal organic frameworks (MOFs). Computational tools such as atomically-detailed molecular simulations that can predict the gas separation performances of MOF-based MMMs prior to experimental investigation have been reviewed and the new computational methods that can provide information about the compatibility between the MOF and the polymer of the MMM have been discussed. We finally addressed the opportunities and challenges of using computational studies to analyze the barriers that must be overcome to advance the application of MOF-based membranes.
Introduction
Membrane technology is a fast-growing technology for gas separation and has potential advantages in cost, energy efficiency and environmental impact compared to the traditional separation processes such as cryogenic distillation and absorption. An ideal gas separation membrane should have both high permeability and high selectivity to achieve the desired purity of the gas mixture with a small membrane area. Unfortunately, an upper-bound or trade-off between permeability and selectivity exists for various polymeric membranes and gas pairs as first reported by Robeson [1] . The upper-bound has been theoretically rationalized by different groups [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The predictions from the model developed by Freeman [2] suggested that membranes with a high fractional free volume but narrow free volume distribution are needed in order to exceed the upper-bound. Therefore, some of the recent studies focused on synthesizing new high free volume macromolecules with a well-controlled architecture [11] . Despite these efforts, improvement in the gas separation performance was found to be very little [12] . On the other hand, improved separation performance has been reported for the so-called mixed matrix membranes (MMMs), which contain a bulk continuous polymer phase and a dispersed inorganic particle phase [13] . Various conventional and new generation inorganic fillers such as zeolites, carbon molecular sieves and graphene have been added into different polymeric matrices [14] . Among
Trade-Off between Permeability and Selectivity
Membrane technology is increasingly being used for applications such as hydrogen recovery, nitrogen generation and carbon dioxide removal due to its cost effectiveness and energy efficiency. An ideal membrane for a gas separation should have both high permeability and high selectivity. Higher permeability results in lower area to treat a given amount of gas, thereby decreasing the cost of the membrane unit while higher selectivity increases the purity of the product. Unfortunately, polymeric membranes exhibit a trade-off between permeability and selectivity, highly permeable membranes have low selectivity and vice versa.
Origin of the permeability/selectivity trade-off can be attributed to a broad distribution of free volume element sizes and relatively nonspecific interactions controlling the solubility of small molecules in polymers. To eliminate this trade-off, it is necessary to increase free volume element sizes while simultaneously narrowing the free volume element size distribution [15] . Isoporous membranes can have high permeability due to the lack of a tortuous pathway and high selectivity due to the uniform pore size distribution. Membranes produced from block copolymers usually have a very narrow pore size distribution however, block copolymers are expensive, thereby they cannot be potential candidates for a cost-effective manufacturing process. Many new glassy, high free volume polymers such as substituted polyacetylenes, perfluoropolymers, addition-type polynorbornene, polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs), some polyimides and thermally rearranged polymers are being synthesized to improve permeability/selectivity trade-off [11] . The common feature of these polymers is to have rigid, twisted macromolecular backbones therefore, they cannot undergo large-scale conformational change.
Fundamental Approaches Employed to Describe Permeability and Perm-Selectivity Trade-Off
A general trade-off between permeability and selectivity was best described by the following equations: where α ij and β ij are empirical constants. To explain the theoretical basis of this equation, first the permeability and selectivity of gas separation membranes should be defined. Under the driving force of a pressure difference across a membrane, transport of gases through dense nonporous membranes is described by the solution diffusion mechanism. Based on this mechanism, the permeability coefficient of a polymer to gas species i, P i , and the selectivity of a polymer (α ij ) for gas species i over j are defined as:
where S i is the solubility coefficient and D i is the diffusion coefficient of gas species i. Different fundamental approaches have been offered to provide a general quantitative description of the upper bound performance of the polymeric membranes. The first theoretical approach was proposed by Freeman [2] that considers the diffusion of gases as an activated process and describes the diffusivity based on the Arrhenius equation,
where D oi is a front factor, E Di is the activation energy for diffusion, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Activation energy is related to the front factor through a simple correlation [2] ,
where a has a universal value of 0.64 [2] and b has a value of 9.2 and 11.5 for rubbery and glassy polymers, respectively. Both a and b are independent of the gas type. The activation energy, E Di , is modeled based on the penetrant size and penetrant jump length,
where d i is the kinetic diameter of the penetrant and c and f are constants, which change with the polymer. Combining Equation (3) through (5) gives the following expression for the diffusion coefficient.
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The expression for the selectivity is then obtained by combining Equations (2) and (6):
This equation has the same mathematical form as the empirical upper bond line given in Equation (1) . Thus, empirical constants can be defined as follows:
Freeman's theory suggests that the most productive way to improve the permeability/selectivity properties is to modify the polymer's chemical structure in order to simultaneously increase the polymer backbone stiffness (i.e., increasing c value in Equation (6)) and interchain separation (i.e., increasing f value in Equation (6)). Both of these strategies result in an increase in the diffusivity and in the permeability. Robeson also noted that for many gas pairs, polymers that lie on or near the upper bound are amorphous with high glass transition temperature, rigid backbone and relatively 4 , etc. This is because the theory neglects the polymer-penetrant interactions and assumes that the kinetic diameter of gases can be used as a measure of the penetrant size. Obviously, these assumptions are only valid for light gases. On the other hand, the theory has been extended to predict the upper bound for the separation of hydrocarbon pairs such as propylene/propane [3] and ethylene/ethane [4] and to predict the effect of temperature on the upper bound [5, 6] .
Alentiev and Yampolskii [7] used a simple free volume model to predict permeability and diffusivity of polymers:
where V f is the free volume, V i * is a constant characteristic for the gas and F i is a constant characteristic of the gas/polymer system. Based on the free volume theory, the expression derived for the selectivity is shown below:
Equation (12) has a similar mathematical form to Equation (7) derived by Freeman. It is noted that different approaches adopted by Yampolskii and Freeman result in the same recommendations for moving above the upper bound lines on the Robeson's plot. Simply, both theories indicate that solubility selectivity of the polymer/gas pairs should be improved in order to pass the upper bound line. Other theories based on Meares's cohesion energy density [8] and Sanchez-Lacombe's lattice fluid theory [9] have also been applied to interpret diffusivity and solubility upper bound, respectively. These theories have provided satisfactory results in describing the pure gas upper bounds. Obviously, they cannot be applied for gas mixtures especially in highly plasticizing environment such as CO 2 . Lin and Yavari [10] extended the free volume theory to quantitatively describe the upper bounds for the mixed gas CO 2 /CH 4 separations using polymeric membranes. The theory relates the reduction in glass transition temperature to the CO 2 -induced plasticization effect. The predictions have shown that the intercept of the upper bound, β ij , decreases with the increased CO 2 content in the mixture.
Mixed Matrix Membranes
Unlike polymeric materials, inorganic materials allow achieving narrow pore size distribution, hence they can provide an efficient solution to overcome the permeability/selectivity trade-off. In 1996, Koros and co-workers showed that the separation performance of carbon molecular sieve membranes was above the Robeson's upper bound [13] . Although the performance was improved, preparing large surface area, defect-free, ultrathin membranes of carbon molecular sieves and other inorganic materials are highly challenging. To overcome this limitation, a popular approach is to disperse these materials into a continuous polymeric matrix and resulting in a composite membrane structure, which is called a mixed matrix membrane (MMM). In designing MMM, compatibility between the filler and polymer, shape and size of the filler and homogeneous distribution of the filler should be carefully considered. 
Types of Fillers Used
Fillers used in MMMs can be classified into two categories, such as spherical fillers with low aspect ratio and thin platelet type fillers with very high aspect ratio. During the past decades, different types of fillers have been used in designing MMM including zeolites, carbon molecular sieves, silica, metal oxide, carbon nanotube, layered silicate, metal organic framework and graphene. Among these fillers the most commonly used ones are zeolites, carbon molecular sieves and silica due to their well-defined structures.
Many groups reported advantages of using zeolites as a filler in a MMM to improve the permeability/selectivity trade-off for separation of different gas pairs [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The improvement in the separation performance of the membrane is based on the size and shape selectivity and specific sorption characteristics of zeolite. Simply, a gas component that can fit into the zeolite pores and/or having a higher affinity to the zeolite can permeate through the filler particle while the other components can travel around the zeolite particles through a more tortuous path. The research on the zeolitic fillers focused on choosing the appropriate dimension of the particle to separate gases with similar sizes and resolving the poor adhesion problem between the zeolite and polymer.
Carbon molecular sieves (CMS) in MMMs improve the trade-off problem through their size selectivity. CMS are produced from pyrolysis of mostly thermosetting polymers and their relatively wide opening with constricted apertures close to the molecular dimensions of the diffusing gas molecules can separate the gas molecules. Compared to zeolite particles, CMS have better affinity to glassy polymers and their synthesis conditions can be tailored to adjust the pore dimensions for separating a specific gas pair. The significant challenge in the synthesis of CMS is to prevent the formation of dead end pores. CMS-incorporated membranes have shown significant improvement in permeability/selectivity trade-off compared to that of the neat polymeric membranes [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Silica is also a commonly used inorganic filler in the MMM design. Different groups reported an improvement in gas permeability upon adding silica particles into polymer matrixes [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The increase in permeability was attributed to the improved gas solubility as a result of the interaction between the residual silanol groups of the silica domain and polar gases and the increase in the mean distance between the polymer chains through the reduction of the polymer chain packing density at the interface between the two phases. Metal oxide nanoparticles such as MgO and TiO 2 are also added as alternative inorganic fillers into polymers. High specific area of the metal oxides with their nanoscale sizes allows homogeneous distribution and non-selective void formation at the polymer/nanoparticle interface [14] . Adding MgO into membranes resulted in an improvement in the permeability, which was ascribed to either enhanced gas diffusivity [37] or enhanced solubility [38] depending on the gas pair to be separated.
In addition to the conventional fillers, zeolite, CMS, silica and metal oxides, new alternative fillers with controllable cage dimensions are being explored. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are considered as one of the new generation fillers. The extensive usage of the CNT has started after the theoretical work by Sholl and co-workers [39, 40] . They have reported that the transport of small gases such as H 2 and CH 4 is orders of magnitude faster in CNT than the one in zeolite or other inorganic nanoporous materials. Unfortunately, experimental results did not support these theoretical predictions [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . This can be attributed to the difficulty in dispersing CNT due to the tendency of stabilized bundle formation, difficulty in achieving vertical alignment of tubes in addition to the poor adhesion between the CNT and polymer matrix. Recent application of clay in the MMM has been demonstrated [49, 50] . An important advantage of clay as a filler is its aspect ratio as high as 1000 due to the ability of the silicate particles to disperse into individual layers. This simply requires expanding the interlayer space of the clay through chemical modification. Similar to clay, graphite has also a very high aspect ratio, thereby, is considered as a promising filler in MMM. Different groups incorporated graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets into polymers to improve the gas separation performance [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Two dimensional (2D) graphene nanosheets in MMM form sub-nanometer channels between the sheets allowing size based separation. Size-selectivity depends on engineering the nanochannels between GO nanosheets by controlled reduction or cross-linking to achieve targeted separation. Beside graphene, other promising porous fillers are MOFs. The usage of MOFs in designing novel MMM will be reviewed in the following sections.
Fundamental Approaches for Predicting Permeation through MMMs
Permeation models through MMMs are usually based on theories developed for thermal/electrical conduction of heterogeneous media due to the analogy between permeation and conduction through composite materials. Three approaches have been used for modeling permeation through MMMs: The resistance-based models, effective-medium theory-based models and simulation-based rigorous models (Figure 1 ). demonstrated [49, 50] . An important advantage of clay as a filler is its aspect ratio as high as 1000 due to the ability of the silicate particles to disperse into individual layers. This simply requires expanding the interlayer space of the clay through chemical modification. Similar to clay, graphite has also a very high aspect ratio, thereby, is considered as a promising filler in MMM. Different groups incorporated graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets into polymers to improve the gas separation performance [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Two dimensional (2D) graphene nanosheets in MMM form sub-nanometer channels between the sheets allowing size based separation. Size-selectivity depends on engineering the nanochannels between GO nanosheets by controlled reduction or cross-linking to achieve targeted separation. Beside graphene, other promising porous fillers are MOFs. The usage of MOFs in designing novel MMM will be reviewed in the following sections.
Permeation models through MMMs are usually based on theories developed for thermal/electrical conduction of heterogeneous media due to the analogy between permeation and conduction through composite materials. Three approaches have been used for modeling permeation through MMMs: The resistance-based models, effective-medium theory-based models and simulation-based rigorous models (Figure 1 ). In resistance model approach (RMA), MMM is visualized as a two-phase composite containing multiple sheets of polymer and filler alternated in series or in parallel to the flow direction [56] . The series model gives the lower limit while the parallel model predicts the upper limit for the permeability in an ideal MMM. More complex models including additional diffusional resistance due to tortuosity effects have also been developed [57] [58] [59] [60] and they are listed in Table 1 . In resistance model approach (RMA), MMM is visualized as a two-phase composite containing multiple sheets of polymer and filler alternated in series or in parallel to the flow direction [56] . The series model gives the lower limit while the parallel model predicts the upper limit for the permeability in an ideal MMM. More complex models including additional diffusional resistance due to tortuosity effects have also been developed [57] [58] [59] [60] and they are listed in Table 1 .
In the effective medium approach (EMA), permeability is generally predicted based on the volume fraction of the filler in the MMM and permeabilities of each constituent in the structure [61] . The models based on effective medium approach consider random distribution of spherical fillers [62] [63] [64] [65] while most RMA models assume regular distribution of platelet or cubic particles [66] [67] [68] . EMA models are classified into two categories (Table 2 ): Models following the Maxwell's theory [63, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] and those following the Bruggeman's theory [61, 62, 73, 76] . The Maxwell model was originally developed to calculate the electrical conductivity of infinitely diluted cluster of particles embedded in an infinite matrix [69] . The Maxwell model can only be applied for low filler loading since it does not consider interaction between the particles. The model is based on two-phase morphology, thus it predicts permeabilities for an ideal MMM (Figure 2 ). Based on the Maxwell theory, several models (Table 2) have been developed to account for the permeation in high filler loaded composites [62] , non-ideal polymer-particle interface [72] and to accommodate both the partial pore blockage and polymer rigidification and particle aggregation [75] (Figure 3 ). The Bruggeman's theory was adapted from an expression derived for the dielectric permeability of the dispersed composites and it is applicable to moderate filler loadings (≤0.35) [61] . The theory assumes that the composite is formed by incrementally adding new dispersed phase to an existing composite. The main assumption in the theory is that newly added particles are dilute therefore, they only interact with those previously added to the composite. The Bruggeman's model has also been extended to take into account a voided or rigidified interfacial region at the filler particle surface [76] .
The models based on effective medium approach consider random distribution of spherical fillers [62] [63] [64] [65] while most RMA models assume regular distribution of platelet or cubic particles [66] [67] [68] . EMA models are classified into two categories (Table 2 ): Models following the Maxwell's theory [63, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] and those following the Bruggeman's theory [61, 62, 73, 76] . The Maxwell model was originally developed to calculate the electrical conductivity of infinitely diluted cluster of particles embedded in an infinite matrix [69] . The Maxwell model can only be applied for low filler loading since it does not consider interaction between the particles. The model is based on two-phase morphology, thus it predicts permeabilities for an ideal MMM (Figure 2 ). Based on the Maxwell theory, several models (Table 2 ) have been developed to account for the permeation in high filler loaded composites [62] , non-ideal polymer-particle interface [72] and to accommodate both the partial pore blockage and polymer rigidification and particle aggregation [75] (Figure 3 ). The Bruggeman's theory was adapted from an expression derived for the dielectric permeability of the dispersed composites and it is applicable to moderate filler loadings (≤0.35) [61] . The theory assumes that the composite is formed by incrementally adding new dispersed phase to an existing composite. The main assumption in the theory is that newly added particles are dilute therefore, they only interact with those previously added to the composite. The Bruggeman's model has also been extended to take into account a voided or rigidified interfacial region at the filler particle surface [76] . The models based on effective medium approach consider random distribution of spherical fillers [62] [63] [64] [65] while most RMA models assume regular distribution of platelet or cubic particles [66] [67] [68] . EMA models are classified into two categories (Table 2 ): Models following the Maxwell's theory [63, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] and those following the Bruggeman's theory [61, 62, 73, 76] . The Maxwell model was originally developed to calculate the electrical conductivity of infinitely diluted cluster of particles embedded in an infinite matrix [69] . The Maxwell model can only be applied for low filler loading since it does not consider interaction between the particles. The model is based on two-phase morphology, thus it predicts permeabilities for an ideal MMM ( Figure 2 ). Based on the Maxwell theory, several models (Table 2) have been developed to account for the permeation in high filler loaded composites [62] , non-ideal polymer-particle interface [72] and to accommodate both the partial pore blockage and polymer rigidification and particle aggregation [75] (Figure 3 ). The Bruggeman's theory was adapted from an expression derived for the dielectric permeability of the dispersed composites and it is applicable to moderate filler loadings (≤0.35) [61] . The theory assumes that the composite is formed by incrementally adding new dispersed phase to an existing composite. The main assumption in the theory is that newly added particles are dilute therefore, they only interact with those previously added to the composite. The Bruggeman's model has also been extended to take into account a voided or rigidified interfacial region at the filler particle surface [76] . In the simulation-based rigorous modeling approach, the transport through the MMM is solved numerically. The MMM permeability is predicted using single-gas experimental or simulation-based adsorption and permeation data on the individual MMM materials. Using the simulation approach, complexities such as the effect of filler size, shape, nonlinear sorption isotherm and membrane geometry can be easily taken into account. However, the numerical solution of coupled partial differential equations requires advanced methods such as the finite-element, finite difference or boundary volume methods and this limits the practical use of the method in predicting the permeabilities. Studies implementing simulation-based rigorous modeling approach can be found in a recent review [78] . The models listed in Tables 1 and 2 are used to predict the permeability in MMMs by using the experimentally measured permeabilities of filler and continuous phases. Figure 4 compares permeabilities and selectivities predicted from different models with the experimental permeation data of CO 2 and CH 4 in CMS/Matrimid MMM [73] . In the graph the "Present Model" refers to the "Pseudo-two phase Pal model" in Table 2 . The results have shown that the best prediction with the least percentage average absolute relative error was obtained with the pseudo-two phase Pal model. This simply indicates the importance of including presence of voids in the predictions. Monsalve-Bravo and Bhatia [79] (MB-B) extended the Chiew and Glandt model in Table 2 by taking into account both the particle size and isotherm nonlinearity. Figure 5 illustrates that the prediction from this model (MB-B model) resulted in the smallest deviation from the experimental data for O 2 and N 2 permeabilities in CMS/Ultem MMM, however, the permeabilities should be evaluated using numerical methods [73] .
Among existing models, the Maxwell model is commonly used to predict permeabilities in MMM. However, the predictive ability of this model is poor since it does not take into account the effect of particle size distribution, the shape and aggregation of particles and other defects in the structure. Unfortunately, preparing MMMs with no defects is highly challenging due to the incompatibility between filler and matrix as well as the difficulty in achieving uniform distribution of filler through the matrix structure. Although models have been developed to consider interfacial defects, they are based on empirical fitting parameters such as interfacial layer thickness. Thus, new theoretical models are needed to take into account the following issues: (1) Particle size, size distribution, particle pore size and its distribution, shape, inhomogeneity and aggregation of particles, (2) nonlinear sorption isotherm, (3) nonlinear concentration profile and non-uniform permeabilities across the MMM, (4) operating conditions such as temperature, pressure and gas feed composition. In addition, the input parameters needed for predicting the permeabilities should be measured or characterized in advance so that permeability data for MMMs should not be needed to estimate these parameters. 
Te Hennepe et al. [57] One-dimensional transport, idealized MMM as a lamella containing composite layers. Polymer region is assumed in series with parallel resistances of the second mixed region. Polymer, filler and diffusional resistance to account for tortuosity effects in the permeant diffusion path are considered.
( )
Cussler [58] Idealize membrane as lamella. Each lamella contains two layers. Pure polymer and polymer and filler. Resistance of pure polymer is connected in series with the parallel resistances due to filler and tortuosity in the second mixed lamella layer. Two-dimensional transport in the mixed region is assumed to be in the permeation direction through filler and perpendicular to the permeation direction through polymer.
Zimmerman et al. [56] Two resistances: Matrix and filler
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Ebneyamini et al. [59] Suggested for ideal MMM containing cubic fillers. MMM four: (1) The continuous phase above the filler, (2) the cubical filler particle located in the centre of the unit element, (3) the continuous phase below the filler and (4) the continuous phase, which surrounds Regions 1, 2 and 3. The model is based on thee resistances of these four regions. Ebneyamini et al. [59] Suggested for ideal MMM containing cubic fillers. MMM four: (1) The continuous phase above the filler, (2) the cubical filler particle located in the centre of the unit element, (3) the continuous phase below the filler and (4) the continuous phase, which surrounds Regions 1, 2 and 3. The model is based on thee resistances of these four regions.
[60] *
Developed for MMM containing a nano-sized tubular filler. Matrix and filler resistances are assumed to be serially connected. The effect of orientation of the filler with respect to the permeation direction was considered through an arbitrary filler orientation distribution function. Developed for MMM containing a nano-sized tubular filler. Matrix and filler resistances are assumed to be serially connected. The effect of orientation of the filler with respect to the permeation direction was considered through an arbitrary filler orientation distribution function.
Ebneyamini et al. [59] Suggested 
Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars model [70] Dispersion in the matrix is ellipsoid. No interaction between the particles P e f f = P m
Chiew and Glandt [63] Dispersion of spherical particles in the matrix is modeled using pair-correlation functions of hard-sphere fluid simulations. 
<0.645
Lewis-Nielsen [71] Dispersion in the matrix is spherical. Loose or random close packing of spheres and morphology of particles are considered with the maximum achievable volume fraction (ϕ m ) of filler. Accounts for non-ideal polymer-particle morphologies. Core-shell particles are assumed to be non-interactive.
Computation 2019, 7, 36 11 of 26 Accounts for the morphology and packing intensity of particles.
Two-Phase Maxwell model [74] Three-phase composite can be idealized as pseudo two-phase composite (Phase 1: Polymer matrix, Phase 2: Combined filler-interface)
<0.2
Four-Phase Maxwell model [75] The model considers chain rigidification, pore blockage effect and particle aggregation. Permeability is modeled using four phases: Phase 1: Polymer matrix, Phase 2: Chain rigidification region, Phase 3: Nanoparticles and particle blockage layer, Phase 4: Particle aggregate layer
Bruggeman [61] Composite is formed by incrementally adding new dispersed phase to an existing composite. Newly added particles do not interact with each other, they only interact with those previously added to the composite. 
<0.35
Pal [62] Composite with a high filler loading is obtained by successively adding small differential quantities of particles to the system until the desired loading is achieved.
Pe f f Pm The model considers voids creation in the interface layer of MMM. The MMM is assumed to consist of the pseudo two-phase region: The matrix and the filler + void volume region.
Pe f f Pm
Pseudo-two phase Pal model [73] Polymer matrix and Interfacial rigidified matrix chains are considered in predicting the permeability.
Pe f f Pm 
Recent Advances in Metal Organic Framework (MOF)-Based MMMs for Gas Separations
MOF-based MMMs offer several advantages over traditional MMMs in which other types of porous materials are used as fillers. For example, the pore structure of MOFs can be tailored to achieve a target gas separation and MOFs have organic linkers, which generally lead to a good compatibility with the polymeric matrix. On the other hand, there are still several technical challenges related with the development of MOF-based MMMs such as pair-wise selection of MOF and polymer, stability and dispersion of MOF in the polymer matrix, existence of the interfacial defects in the MMM. A recent review article summarized these issues together with the possible strategies to improve the compatibility between the filler and polymer using different experimental approaches [80] . In this section, we will specifically focus on a recent advancement in the field of MOF-based MMMs, incorporation of ionic liquids (ILs) as interface agents into the MOF/polymer MMMs to improve filler/polymer interfacial defects and to enhance the gas separation performance of MMMs. The idea here is that ILs, which are molten salts at room temperature with good thermal and electrochemical stability, low volatility and high CO 2 solubility [81, 82] , can act like a wetting agent and the presence of ILs can eliminate the non-selective defects in the MMM. For example, a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF-8) was incorporated into a miscible IL blend system composed of a polymerizable room-temperature IL (poly(RTIL)) and free room-temperature ILs (RTILs) [83] . Experimental results demonstrated that free RTILs are miscible with poly(RTIL), while ZIF-8 are uniformly dispersed in the MMMs. It was reported that introduction of ZIF-8 enhanced the membrane's gas permeability without compromising the CO 2 /N 2 and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivities, which indicated the absence of defects in the MMM. Li et al. [84] introduced a novel strategy to develop toughened MOF-polymer interface by confining a RTIL into ZIF-8 pores. Rather than dispersing free ILs and MOFs directly into the polymer as shown in Figure 6a , they incorporated ILs into MOFs as represented in Figure 6b . IL@ZIF-8/Pebax membranes were reported to have better molecular sieving properties compared to ZIF-8/Pebax membranes due to the strong hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction between ZIF-8 and polyamide block of the polymer and because of the decrease in the effective aperture size of ZIF-8. Both the tensile strength and elongation of IL@ZIF-8/Pebax membranes were reported to increase with the increased loading of IL@ZIF-8. IL@ZIF-8 MMMs also displayed a substantial improvement in the CO 2 permeability, CO 2 /N 2 and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivities compared to pristine Pebax. 
MOF-based MMMs offer several advantages over traditional MMMs in which other types of porous materials are used as fillers. For example, the pore structure of MOFs can be tailored to achieve a target gas separation and MOFs have organic linkers, which generally lead to a good compatibility with the polymeric matrix. On the other hand, there are still several technical challenges related with the development of MOF-based MMMs such as pair-wise selection of MOF and polymer, stability and dispersion of MOF in the polymer matrix, existence of the interfacial defects in the MMM. A recent review article summarized these issues together with the possible strategies to improve the compatibility between the filler and polymer using different experimental approaches [80] . In this section, we will specifically focus on a recent advancement in the field of MOF-based MMMs, incorporation of ionic liquids (ILs) as interface agents into the MOF/polymer MMMs to improve filler/polymer interfacial defects and to enhance the gas separation performance of MMMs. The idea here is that ILs, which are molten salts at room temperature with good thermal and electrochemical stability, low volatility and high CO2 solubility [81, 82] , can act like a wetting agent and the presence of ILs can eliminate the non-selective defects in the MMM. For example, a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF-8) was incorporated into a miscible IL blend system composed of a polymerizable room-temperature IL (poly(RTIL)) and free room-temperature ILs (RTILs) [83] . Experimental results demonstrated that free RTILs are miscible with poly(RTIL), while ZIF-8 are uniformly dispersed in the MMMs. It was reported that introduction of ZIF-8 enhanced the membrane's gas permeability without compromising the CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 selectivities, which indicated the absence of defects in the MMM. Li et al. [84] introduced a novel strategy to develop toughened MOF-polymer interface by confining a RTIL into ZIF-8 pores. Rather than dispersing free ILs and MOFs directly into the polymer as shown in Figure 6a , they incorporated ILs into MOFs as represented in Figure 6b . IL@ZIF-8/Pebax membranes were reported to have better molecular sieving properties compared to ZIF-8/Pebax membranes due to the strong hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction between ZIF-8 and polyamide block of the polymer and because of the decrease in the effective aperture size of ZIF-8. Both the tensile strength and elongation of IL@ZIF-8/Pebax membranes were reported to increase with the increased loading of IL@ZIF-8. IL@ZIF-8 MMMs also displayed a substantial improvement in the CO2 permeability, CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 selectivities compared to pristine Pebax. Reprinted from Ref. [84] with permission from Elsevier.
Ban et al. [85] confined an imidazolium-based IL into the cages of ZIF-8 by in-situ ionothermal synthesis in order to tailor the effective cage size of ZIF-8 to be between the kinetic diameters of CO2 and N2 molecules. IL@ZIF-8 MMMs were reported to show high permeability and selectivity that can exceed the upper bound of polymeric membranes both for CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 separations and excellent long-term stability of the membranes was shown. This work highlighted that RTILs can be used as cavity occupants in order to change the microenvironment of MOF nano-cages. Extension of Ban et al. [85] confined an imidazolium-based IL into the cages of ZIF-8 by in-situ ionothermal synthesis in order to tailor the effective cage size of ZIF-8 to be between the kinetic diameters of CO 2 and N 2 molecules. IL@ZIF-8 MMMs were reported to show high permeability and selectivity that can exceed the upper bound of polymeric membranes both for CO 2 /N 2 and CO 2 /CH 4 separations and excellent long-term stability of the membranes was shown. This work highlighted that RTILs can be used as cavity occupants in order to change the microenvironment of MOF nano-cages. Extension of this concept to other types of MOFs and ILs to achieve a controllable change in the pore size of MOFs can be possible by the appropriate selection of ILs with proper chain length for a gas separation process based on the molecular-sieving mechanism.
ILs are not only used to change the pore size of narrow-pored MOFs such as ZIF-8 but also embedded into large-pored MOFs such as CuBTC (also known as HKUST-1). The group of Zhu [86] fabricated a thin layer of IL which acted as the HKUST-1/polymer interfacial binder to improve the adhesion between the micron-sized HKUST-1 and polymer. They reported that >90 vol% of interfacial voids in the MMM were eliminated by the IL incorporation due to the favorable MOF/IL and IL/polymer interactions that facilitate the enhancement of MOF/polymer affinity. Both the CO 2 permeability and CO 2 /CH 4 selectivity were enhanced by embedding HKUST-IL filler into the polymer. This study showed that IL incorporation can be a good strategy to improve the compatibility between the large-pored MOF and polymer and gas separation efficiency of the MMM. Expansion of this type of studies on different combinations of ILs, MOFs and polymers will provide very useful guidelines for the rational design and development of IL@MOF/polymer MMMs having the desired interfacial properties. We note that IL/MOF/polymer and IL@MOF/polymer MMMs that we reviewed above were experimentally investigated. There is a huge potential for the computational modeling of MMMs that are composed of ILs, MOFs and polymers since there are theoretically infinite number of combinations of these materials and it is simply not possible to identify the most appropriate combination for a MMM using a purely experimental approach. Computational modeling studies can provide atomistic-level insights into the IL-MOF, IL-polymer and MOF-polymer interactions and even predict the best combinations of the three components to achieve a high performance MMM.
Computational Tools in High-Throughput Screening of MOF for MMM Applications
One of the biggest challenges of designing MOF-based MMMs is the very large number of available MOFs. Although the existence of very large number and variety of materials seem to be a great opportunity for the researchers, it is in fact very difficult to select the most suitable MOF filler for a given polymer and for a target gas separation process. Considering the fact that there are hundreds of different types of polymers and several thousands of MOFs, it is not practical to experimentally test all possible combinations of MOF/polymer MMMs. At that point, the importance of the computational studies, which can provide information about the predicted gas permeability and selectivity of MOF/polymer MMMs has emerged. Results of computational studies can be used to guide the experimental efforts, time and resources to the most promising MOF/polymer pairs. Mathematical description of gas transport through a MMM is complex. There are currently two approaches in the literature to computationally model the gas separation performances of MOF/polymer MMMs and we briefly discussed these approaches below.
In the first approach, atomically detailed simulations are utilized to obtain the gas permeability data of MOFs due to the limited experimental permeability data of MOFs in the literature. This data is then combined with the experimental gas permeability data of polymers using a theoretical permeation model as we discuss above to predict the gas permeability of MOF/polymer MMMs. Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations are used to compute gas adsorption and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to calculate gas diffusion in the pores of MOFs. The details of this approach and the details of molecular simulations of MOFs can be found in several review articles in the literature [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . Briefly, GCMC simulations mimic the experimental gas uptake of a porous material at a predefined pressure and temperature whereas MD simulations are used to compute the diffusion rate of the adsorbed gas in the pores of the material. Generally, a GCMC simulation is first performed to calculate the number of adsorbed gas molecules in a MOF material, followed by an MD simulation in which the result of the GCMC simulation is the input of the MD simulation. The adsorption and diffusion data obtained from these simulations is then combined to compute the gas flux (J) of a MOF using the Fick's law, J = −D t (c) · ∇c, where D t (c) represents the transport diffusivity computed from MD and ∇c is the concentration gradient computed from the GCMC simulation. The gas flux can be then converted to permeability using the pressure drop (∆p) and membrane thickness, L as follows:
A summary of the computationally studied MOF/polymer MMMs was provided in the literature by giving the names of the MOF and polymer, type and conditions of the gas separation process studied using the MMM, the name of the theoretical permeation models used and the corresponding references [89] . Keskin's group widely used this approach [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] by first validating the accuracy of molecular simulations by comparing the simulated gas permeability data of MOF-based MMMs with the available experimental data and then predicting the gas permeabilities of MOF-based MMMs for which experimental data was not available. As an example, Figure 7 shows the good agreement between simulated CO 2 , H 2 , CH 4 and N 2 permeabilities and the experimentally measured gas permeabilities of 18 different types of MOF and ZIF-based MMMs. Molecular simulations, GCMC and MD as described above, were performed for MOFs under the same pressure and temperature with the experiments that reported gas permeabilities of MOF/polymer MMMs. Both the modified Felske model and the Maxwell model were used to predict the gas permeabilities. Molecular simulations assume perfect-defect free MOFs in contrast to experiments and generic force fields are used in molecular simulations, which does not account for the special interactions between the different components of MMM. As a result, there are some differences between the experimentally measured and computed gas permeabilities. The results of Keskin and Erucar [90] showed that computational methods could be used to make reasonably accurate predictions for the gas permeability of MOF-based MMMs especially at low volume fractions of the MOF fillers. It is important to note that this approach predicts the gas separation performance of the MMMs assuming perfect adhesion and compatibility between the MOF filler and polymer matrix and it only describes the MOF particle at the atomistic-level, not the polymer. Therefore, this approach is not able to provide a whole atomistic view of the MMM. computed from the GCMC simulation. The gas flux can be then converted to permeability using the pressure drop ( ) and membrane thickness, L as follows: = / / . A summary of the computationally studied MOF/polymer MMMs was provided in the literature by giving the names of the MOF and polymer, type and conditions of the gas separation process studied using the MMM, the name of the theoretical permeation models used and the corresponding references [89] . Keskin's group widely used this approach [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] by first validating the accuracy of molecular simulations by comparing the simulated gas permeability data of MOF-based MMMs with the available experimental data and then predicting the gas permeabilities of MOF-based MMMs for which experimental data was not available. As an example, Figure 7 shows the good agreement between simulated CO2, H2, CH4 and N2 permeabilities and the experimentally measured gas permeabilities of 18 different types of MOF and ZIF-based MMMs. Molecular simulations, GCMC and MD as described above, were performed for MOFs under the same pressure and temperature with the experiments that reported gas permeabilities of MOF/polymer MMMs. Both the modified Felske model and the Maxwell model were used to predict the gas permeabilities. Molecular simulations assume perfect-defect free MOFs in contrast to experiments and generic force fields are used in molecular simulations, which does not account for the special interactions between the different components of MMM. As a result, there are some differences between the experimentally measured and computed gas permeabilities. The results of Keskin and Erucar [90] showed that computational methods could be used to make reasonably accurate predictions for the gas permeability of MOF-based MMMs especially at low volume fractions of the MOF fillers. It is important to note that this approach predicts the gas separation performance of the MMMs assuming perfect adhesion and compatibility between the MOF filler and polymer matrix and it only describes the MOF particle at the atomistic-level, not the polymer. Therefore, this approach is not able to provide a whole atomistic view of the MMM. The second approach for computational modeling of MOF/polymer MMMs is the full atomistic simulation where MOF and polymer were simulated together. Jiang's group [101] simulated the polymer phase at the atomistic level similar to the MOF phase and studied ZIF-7/polybenzimidazole (PBI) MMMs where ZIF-7 was modeled using a newly developed force field and PBI was mimicked by the polymer-consistent force field. Predicted density and glass transition temperature of PBI were reported to be in a reasonably good agreement with experimental measurements. Addition of ZIF-7 improved the bulk modulus of PBI/ZIF-7 membranes indicating that it has stronger mechanical strength than PBI. Authors also discussed that although there are differences between the simulated and experimental results of pristine PBI and ZIF-7. This fully atomistic approach is of course computationally demanding compared to the first approach since a polymer is represented at the atomic scale in addition to the MOF using specific force fields.
As the numbers of MOFs and computational powers have continuously increased, large-scale computational screening of MOFs has become an important field. Altintas and Keskin [100] used a computational screening approach having increasing complexity at each step to study 3794 different MOFs for CO 2 /CH 4 separation. Gas permeabilities of MOFs were computed combining the Henry's constant obtained from GCMC simulations and diffusivities obtained from MD simulations, which were all performed at infinite dilution to save computational time. CO 2 and CH 4 permeability data of the top eight MOFs obtained from this initial computational screening were then combined with the experimental gas permeability data of eight polymers and permeability of 64 different MOF-based MMMs were predicted using the Maxwell permeation model. The gas permeabilities of MOF fillers (P MOF ) were found to be very high compared to those of polymers (P P ). When P MOF >> P P , the Maxwell model reduces to P MMM = P P × 1.75, where P MMM represents the permeability of the MMM at a filler volume fraction of 0.2. As a result of this, the type of MOF filler was found to have an insignificant effect on the gas permeability of many MMMs. On the other hand, several MOF fillers were identified to improve the polymers' performances, both the CO 2 permeability and selectivity, and even to carry polymers over the upper bound if the polymer is close to the upper bound.
Wilmer's group [102] studied a very large numbers of MOFs as fillers in MMMs for CO 2 /N 2 separation. They combined GCMC and MD simulations to compute CO 2 permeabilities and CO 2 /N 2 selectivities of 112888 real and hypothetical (computer-generated) MOF structures at infinite dilution. This data was then combined with the experimentally measured CO 2 and N 2 permeabilities of nine polymers and gas permeabilities of MOF/polymer MMMs were predicted using the Maxwell model. Results showed that there are many MOFs for which using them as fillers in highly permeable polymers can lead to the MMMs that can exceed the Robeson's upper bound for CO 2 /N 2 separation. Authors also reported that MMMs having polymers with low CO 2 permeability such as Matrimid are unlikely to exceed the upper bound when the MOFs were added into the polymer. One important outcome of this work was that a connection between molecular simulations and the cost of carbon capture was developed which was predicted as a function of membrane's CO 2 permeability and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity. MOFs with CO 2 permeability or CO 2 /N 2 selectivity lower than that of the neat polymer were estimated to produce MMMs having high cost of carbon capture. MOFs leading to membranes predicted to have the best cost of carbon capture were found to have 100 times higher CO 2 permeability than that of polymer and roughly 1000 times larger CO 2 /N 2 selectivity than the polymer. To sum up, high-throughput screening of MOFs as filler will be very useful to direct the experimental researchers to the best MOF filler candidates for the fabrication of the MOF/polymer MMMs. The next question here is the compatibility between the MOF filler and the polymer.
Understanding the MOF/Polymer Compatibility: The Role of Computational Tools
The compatibility between the filler and polymer is highly important for the preparation of high performance MMMs. The review of current literature shows that MOF-based MMMs offer a great promise in high-performance gas separations. However, a major challenge in this field is the appropriate selection of the polymer and MOF that will lead to a good compatibility. It has been discussed that the MOF/polymer compatibility in the MMMs has been reported to be poor and only low MOF filler loadings were achieved before the membrane selectivity is negatively affected [92] . Zhu et al. [80] reviewed the existing solutions and strategies utilized to improve MOF/polymer compatibility. The MOF/polymer interface dictates feasibility and stability of MOF/polymer MMMs, therefore fundamental understanding of this interface is critical.
Atomistic simulations can provide insights into the interactions at the MOF/polymer interface but the number of computational studies on this topic is very limited. Maurin's group [103] studied ZIF-8/PIM-1 MMM by introducing a computational method combining the density functional theory (DFT) calculations and MD simulations to model MOF/polymer interfaces. MOF surfaces were constructed and geometry-optimized using the DFT calculations and polymer was constructed at the atomic level. Force field-based MD simulations were used to construct reliable models for the MOF/polymer interface. Figure 8 represents the methodology they developed for the generation of the MOF/polymer interface. The details of MD steps at different ensembles such as temperature, pressure and length of the simulations used in the process of the MOF/polymer interface generation can be found in the corresponding work. Results showed that there is an interaction between the −CN groups of PIM-1 and NH terminal functions of the organic linker at the ZIF-8 surface. As a result, polymer caused to interfacial micro-voids at the vicinity of the MOF surface. The polydispersity of the polymer and the flexibility of the MOF surface were found to only slightly affect the properties of the interface. This methodology can be used to examine the potential affinity between different MOF surfaces and polymers, but it is important to note that the force field representing the correct description of the MMM is required in order to successfully transfer this methodology to other MOF/polymer MMMs.
The same group [104] also examined ZIF-8/PIM-1 membranes using molecular simulations and experiments. Their results showed that the microstructure of MMMs is based on many features including the molecular structure and rigidity of polymer and MOF/polymer interactions. It was found that using MOFs having an organic linker that is structurally similar to polymer's monomer can be a potential strategy to improve the interfacial properties of MMMs. Considering the fact that ZIF-8 is one of the most widely used MOF fillers in the MMM applications, examining the compatibility of ZIF-8 with different types of polymers having various rigidity will be a future direction in this field. Zhu et al. [80] reviewed the existing solutions and strategies utilized to improve MOF/polymer compatibility. The MOF/polymer interface dictates feasibility and stability of MOF/polymer MMMs, therefore fundamental understanding of this interface is critical. Atomistic simulations can provide insights into the interactions at the MOF/polymer interface but the number of computational studies on this topic is very limited. Maurin's group [103] studied ZIF-8/PIM-1 MMM by introducing a computational method combining the density functional theory (DFT) calculations and MD simulations to model MOF/polymer interfaces. MOF surfaces were constructed and geometry-optimized using the DFT calculations and polymer was constructed at the atomic level. Force field-based MD simulations were used to construct reliable models for the MOF/polymer interface. Figure 8 represents the methodology they developed for the generation of the MOF/polymer interface. The details of MD steps at different ensembles such as temperature, pressure and length of the simulations used in the process of the MOF/polymer interface generation can be found in the corresponding work. Results showed that there is an interaction between the −CN groups of PIM-1 and NH terminal functions of the organic linker at the ZIF-8 surface. As a result, polymer caused to interfacial micro-voids at the vicinity of the MOF surface. The polydispersity of the polymer and the flexibility of the MOF surface were found to only slightly affect the properties of the interface. This methodology can be used to examine the potential affinity between different MOF surfaces and polymers, but it is important to note that the force field representing the correct description of the MMM is required in order to successfully transfer this methodology to other MOF/polymer MMMs.
The same group [104] also examined ZIF-8/PIM-1 membranes using molecular simulations and experiments. Their results showed that the microstructure of MMMs is based on many features including the molecular structure and rigidity of polymer and MOF/polymer interactions. It was found that using MOFs having an organic linker that is structurally similar to polymer's monomer can be a potential strategy to improve the interfacial properties of MMMs. Considering the fact that ZIF-8 is one of the most widely used MOF fillers in the MMM applications, examining the compatibility of ZIF-8 with different types of polymers having various rigidity will be a future direction in this field. A recent computational study focused on systematically investigating the structure of UiO-66/polymer interfaces combining force field and quantum-based molecular simulations [105] . Similar A recent computational study focused on systematically investigating the structure of UiO-66/polymer interfaces combining force field and quantum-based molecular simulations [105] . Similar to the previous works, the MOF surface and polymer were constructed separately and then further combined to build different interfaces. Three different polymers, PIM-1, polystyrene (PS) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) were examined and results demonstrated that polymer rigidity negatively affect the MOF/polymer compatibility. UiO-66/PEG composite was predicted to show an excellent compatibility and strong MOF/polymer interactions with the penetration of a polymer in the first layers of the UiO-66 surface as confirmed by the experiments. Results of computational and experimental studies showed that polymers that have Young's modulus values <1 GPa are highly compatible systems. Similar types of computational studies examining a particular type of MOF and several different polymers with different physical and chemical properties (i.e., different chain lengths and rigidities) will be very useful in establishing the guidelines to identify MOF/polymer pairs that will lead to stable, highly compatible MMMs. Furthermore, studying MOFs having different levels of flexibilities, pore sizes and chemical functionalities, will provide a deeper understanding the impacts of the type of the filler on the MOF/polymer interface. Future computational studies in this field will direct the experimentalists to choose the best MOF/polymer pairs with high compatibility to guarantee the feasibility of the MMMs for gas separation applications.
The absence of organic linkers or metal centers can cause point defects in MOF structures and these defects can be even engineered to improve the performance of MOFs in different applications [106, 107] . Semino et al. [108] coupled MD simulations with quantum calculations to understand the MOF/polymer compatibility in the presence of defects at the MOF surface. They studied defect-containing ZIF-8/PIM composites and compared their results with those of the defect-free interfaces. Their computational results demonstrated that MOF/polymer interactions vary in the presence of defects, however, the morphology of the interfacial micro-voids was the same from a microscopic point of view. This finding suggests that properties such as geometry and flexibility mainly dictate the structure of the MOF/polymer interface, while the chemical interactions only have a small impact.
A recent approach in modeling MOF/polymer compatibility is combining atomistic and coarse grained (CG) force field-based MD simulations. The main motivation behind using a CG model is that this approach groups several atoms into a single interacting site that is called a bead and reduces the total number of particles. As a result, force field-based MD simulations become much less computationally expensive. Maurin's group [109] introduced a multi-scale study combining microand mesoscopic resolution, by coupling atomistic and CG simulations to examine HKUST-1/poly(vinyl alcohol) MMM. The CG model reproduced the relevant features of the MOF/polymer interface in a very good agreement with the atomistic model and penetration of the polymer into the pores of the MOF was shown. In contrast to the previously discussed ZIF-8/PIM interfaces, there was no interfacial void, indicating the very good MOF/polymer affinity. Extension of the CG method to explore MOF nanoparticles incorporated into the polymers will be important to unlock the interfacial phenomena in MMMs.
The Role of Computational Studies in Analyzing the Barriers That Must Be Overcome to Advance MOF-Based Membranes Beyond Fundamental Characterizations
(i) Combination of experiments and molecular simulations: We so far attempted to provide a brief review of computational studies to understand the gas separation performance of MOF/polymer MMMs and the compatibility issues between the MOF filler and polymer in the composite membrane. As we discussed in the beginning, gas transport through a composite membrane is a complex problem and combination of fundamental experimental and computational studies is always desired to unlock the mass transfer of gases through MMMs. A great example is the recent work of Karger's group [110] where microimaging by infrared (IR) microscopy was combined with molecular simulations to understand the evolution of CO 2 concentration in the ZIF-8/6FDA-DAM MMM. The time-resolved IR images showed that CO 2 molecules propagate from the MOF filler to the surrounding polymer in addition to the observation of the enhancement of CO 2 concentration at the interface between the polymer and the filler at equilibrium. Molecular simulations demonstrated that CO 2 molecules generally tend to accumulate in the micro-voids at the MOF/polymer interface. Coronas's group [111] also combined experiments and molecular simulations to examine a 6FDA-DAM-based MMM with a different MOF filler, UiO-66, and reported enhanced gas separation performance of the MMM. Zhao et al. [112] incorporated MOF nanosheets, NUS-8, into PIM-1 to prepare MMMs. Molecular simulations combining the DFT calculations and force field-based MD simulations supported the experimental findings that there is a good compatibility between PIM-1 and NUS-8 because of the filler/polymer interactions. As these works show combination of experiments and computational studies will be very useful for the systematic investigation of design parameters of MOF/polymer MMMs such as the type of MOF structure and polymer, loading of the MOF filler. Fundamental understanding of the MMM structure, especially understanding the interactions between MOFs and polymers and their impacts on the overall gas separation performance of MMMs can provide guidelines for the future design and development of new MOF/polymer MMMs.
(ii) High-throughput molecular simulations of MOF fillers: Another important point to discuss is that as we reviewed above, high-throughput computational screening of MOF fillers to be used in MOF/polymer MMMs is a quickly developing field. These studies generally computed gas transport properties of MOFs at infinite dilution where the interactions between adsorbed gas molecules are neglected to save computational time and then this data was used to predict the gas transport in MOF/polymer MMMs. However, MMMs operate at a predefined pressure and in fact pressure is one of the parameters that can be altered to achieve the optimal gas separation performance of the MMMs. Furthermore, this type of MMM calculations used molecular simulations only for MOFs and utilized the available experimental data of polymers. Since the MOF and polymer were not simulated together at the atomistic level, interactions between the polymer and MOF particles were not considered in this type of studies. Size, orientation and/or distribution of the MOF fillers in polymers were not taken into account and theoretical permeation models were used to estimate the gas permeability of the MMM using the simulated permeability data of MOFs and experimental permeability data of polymers. In practice, particle size of the fillers may lead to different concentrations of the non-selective pathways, which overall affect the separation performance of the MMM. In summary, high-throughput computational screening studies are generally performed to identify a small number of promising MOF fillers that offer the best combination of gas permeability and selectivity. The issues that we highlighted above such as the compatibility between MOF and polymer, the stability of the resulting MOF/polymer MMM, change in the gas separation performance of the MMM depending on the operating pressure, etc. are more likely to be tested and addressed by further experimental studies. As we noted above, extension of this type of high-throughput screening approaches to ILs will be also very useful to study IL/MOF/polymer MMMs, which are currently experimentally tested.
(iii) Unlocking the potential of MOFs for different gas separations: Most of the current studies have focused on experimental testing and computational modeling of MOF-based MMMs for CO 2 separation due to the importance of flue gas separation and natural gas purification. A membrane that offers low performance for a particular gas separation can be very promising for another gas separation process. Further studies on separation of different gas mixtures such as air separation, hydrocarbon separation would be very useful. For example, a recent experimental work [113] reported that MOF-based polyimide MMMs can exhibit enhanced ethylene/ethane selectivity with greater ethylene permeability and improved membrane stability, hinting the potential of MOF/polymer membranes for hydrocarbon separations. Further computational studies in this field are required to understand the potential of MMMs in various types of gas separations.
Finally, it is important to discuss the limitations of molecular simulations used to predict gas separation performances of MOF/polymer MMMs. Molecular simulations generally assume perfect, defect-free, rigid MOF structures but defects and inter-crystalline paths may exist in synthesized MOFs. Some MOFs are known to be flexible and flexibility may significantly affect the transport of gas molecules through the pores of MOFs. Molecular simulations utilize generic force fields to compute gas adsorption and diffusion in MOFs. However, these force fields may not be accurately representing the interaction between the gas molecules and MOF atoms in some special cases such as the presence of open metal sites in MOFs. Besides these, MOFs can have chemical/thermal stability issues but molecular simulations generally do not provide insights into the stability of MOFs. Therefore, the best MOF fillers identified from high-throughput molecular simulation studies should be examined by further experiments in detail to resolve stability and compatibility issues.
Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
Research over the last two decades has shown that MMMs can surpass the upper bound between permeability and selectivity for gas separation applications. The design space for MMMs is very large and computational tools can guide the experimental efforts in the design of new materials by characterizing both filler and polymer in silico prior to actual synthesis and by matching the filler and polymer to manufacture the membrane with the desired transport properties. Theories of trade-off behavior suggest that in order to surpass the upper bound, both sorption and diffusion selectivities should be improved. Using high-throughput computational tools, it is possible to determine the specific adsorption sites for gas molecules within the structure that are responsible for highly selective adsorption. In addition, the effects of various functionalization or the specific treatments of the polymers on the sorption selectivity and the choice of monomers for the polymer design can be rapidly screened with molecular simulations. Although significant progress has been made on the molecular simulations for fillers, polymers and their combinations in the MMMs, there are still challenges for the computations. First of all, the state-of-the-art force fields should be selected and validated to obtain reliable information from the simulations. Second, in silico synthesis of the hypothetical new materials should not require any experimental input data for the computations. In other words, new algorithms should be developed to construct polymers without requiring experimental data inputs. Third, swelling, plasticization and aging of the polymer that are all known to affect both the permeability and selectivity should be taken into account in the simulations. The current literature indicates that to advance the field, future studies should focus on developing computational tools that can provide structure-property relationship under industrially relevant conditions such as temperature, pressure, as well as processing conditions. In addition, computational algorithms that can be used to investigate the effects of concentration, structure, shape and functionality of the fillers on the gas transport properties are needed. In conclusion, we can claim that combining cutting-edge experiments and innovative simulations can lead to the development of membrane materials that can significantly exceed the upper-bound for various gas separation applications.
